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JOHN MICHAEL JENSEN, State Bar No. 176813
LAW OFFICES OF JOHN MICHAEL JENSEN
11500 West Olympic Blvd., Suite 550
Los Angeles, CA 90064
Telephone: (310)312-1100
johnjemen(^ohnmjensen. com

Attorneys for Plaintiffs Robert Marzec, et al.,
individually and on behalf of a class of
others similarly situated

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

ROBERT MARZEC, an individual; RACHEL
HEALY, an individual; BENJAMIN
ESPARZA, an individual; JEFFREY E.
ANDERT, an individual; NEIL MacLAREN,
an individual; RANDY SLAUGHTER, an
individual; and HENRY BROWN, an
individual; and on behalf of a class of others
similarly situated.

Plaintiffs,

vs.

CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES'

RETIREMENT SYSTEM (CalPERS),
BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION OF

CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES-

RETIREMENT SYSTEM,

Defendants.

Case No.: BC 461887

[Consolidated with BC 480695]

CLASS ACTION

(Assigned to the Hon. Maren E. Nelson,
Department SSC-17, for all purposes)

PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF

IN SUPPORT OF MOTION FOR CLASS

CERTIFICATION

Date:

Time:

Department:

Trial Date:

Complaint Filed:

September 28,2018
9:00 am

SSC-17

None

May 18,2011

FILED CONCURRENTLY WITH THE

DECLARATION OF JOHN MICHAEL

JENSEN, EXHIBITS 1-16, AND SECOND
DECLARATION OF JOHN MICHAEL

JENSEN, EXHIBITS 1-23
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CalPERS' Touchpoint records for the "total loss" safety members prove unambiguously

that CalPERS did not orally disclose the special risks associated with IDR to safety member

before contracting for military/airtime. CalPERS produced 3,528 pages of Touchpoint entries for

all 171 identified "total loss" class members.' The Touchpoints are detailed entries about the

substance of CalPERS' employees' written and oral discussions and interactions with members.

{1" Jensen Decl., ̂ ^19-39.) Plaintiffs' counsel reviewed every Touchpoint entry. {Id., ̂ ^40-41.)

The Touchpoint documents clearly prove that CalPERS did not give warnings to safety officers

about the risk of loss, no refunds, or other detriment before contracting. {Id., K1I43-49, Exh. 1.)

Regarding Touchpoint, CalPERS has a consistent long-running policy and practice since

at least 1998 requiring all CalPERS employees to record the substance of any oral, written, or

other interaction with a CalPERS member in sufficient detail to preserve the content of what

occurred. {Id., ̂^19-39.) The disclosure of a special risk to a safety members under age 50 or

without sufficient service credit was exactly the type of discussion CalPERS required its employ

ees to detail in Touchpoint, if it occurred. In fact, the Touchpoint records show (and Fox and

Horton both admitted) that CalPERS employees followed the policy of recording the substance

of the interaction. Fox and Horton also testified that they relied on the Touchpoint notes of other

CalPERS employees as a record of the substance of what occurred. {Id, ̂^131-33.) CalPERS

itself deems the Touchpoint entries as business records it uses to support its legal positions,

including using the absence of a record as proof that the event did not occur. {Id, ̂^[37-39.)

The uniform absence of Touchpoints before contracting show definitely that no oral

disclosure, warning, or notice of "no refunds", loss, or other adverse terms was given to 162 class

members. {Id, T|^43-51.) The absence of entries before contracting show that CalPERS had no

policy and no expectation of its employees to give oral disclosures before contracting. Instead,

long after contracting, CalPERS employees memorialized Touchpoint notes about Gov't Code

' CalPERS' December 2016 chart lists 175 "total loss" members, but 4 invested in both military
time and airtime so the chart identified only 171 people in that subclass. The first 2 tabs of the
chart includes those who invested and retired between 2003 and 2016 and suffered "total losses."
Overall, whether in Marzec/Andert, Jackson or Hammond, the claims also extend to those
investing and retiring before 2003 and after 2016, to partial losses, and to those not yet retired.
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§21037 and "no refVinds" after disability, when trying to coerce a waiver of refiinds after the fact.

The exceptions prove the rule and require certification. Only 3 Touchpoint entries

disclose a risk of "no refunds" before contracting, but these entries all reflect situations where a

safety member has explicitly asked a CalPERS employee about IDR risk or filed for IDR simul

taneously with submitting a military/airtime contract. (Exh. 3.) (Such CTP entries are easy to

identify^ and may be treated differently.) CalPERS employees never initiated the disclosure of

risks themselves, especially before contracting when it was essential. (Jd., ̂ 50-52.)

The Touchpoint entries show 6 class members were told the ambiguous "may not

benefit" language after they filed for or mentioned IDR. (Exh. 2.) But they were not told of "no

refunds" and other adverse material terms, making the partial disclosures inadequate. {Ibid.)

The Touchpoint entries, as contemporaneous records, are the best evidence of the

substance of pre-contracting communications, written as they occurred. The absence of entries

about disclosure before contracting is persuasive evidence that no oral warnings were given to at

least 98% of the identified "total loss" class. {I^' Jensen Decl. ̂11143-49.) The Touch-points show

that the case is manageable, as any significant disclosures would be written, clear-cut and easily

searchable. No individualized inquiry of members, mini-trials or statistical analysis is necessary.

The Touchpoints also show that the Declarations of Fox and Horton are maternally false and

CalPERS misrepresented the facts of what was orally disclosed. The written documents and

Touchpoints show that commonality is established and the class should be certified.

Refuting the Testimony of Mindv Fox and Nova Horton. In deposition. Fox admitted

that she did not disclose any risk of loss before contracting. She even said no one suffered a risk

of losing their money because it was still on deposit. {Id, ̂^57-61.) Fox instead told safety

members the military/airtime contract was a "final" agreement. She said that saying the

agreement was "final" was sufficient, because one could not change a "final" agreement. To Fox,

"final" implied "no refunds," but she did not elaborate and did not disclose that. {Ibid.) Fox

blamed her failure to warn on the members' assumption that they would take service retirement,

^ Finding the relevant Touchpoint entries was easy, as overwhelmingly the military/airtime
contract was one of the first entries in the chronological searchable Touchpoint entries.
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but she failed to reveal the real IDR risks. (Ibid.)

Moreover, Fox said she used substantially different words if a safety member was already

applying for IDR. (Id.., ̂ ^60-61.) Fox's one Touchpoint disclosing "no refund"—to someone

questioning Fox about IDR—confirms this exception and practice of withholding information.

Fox would not disclose the risks unless the member specifically asked about them. (Ibid.)

Amazingly, Fox was unaware of Gov't Code 21037 (the statute that CalPERS cites to

deny refunds) which caused a ruckus in deposition. (Id, ̂59.) She later said she believed

members' investment money funded their IDR, but also said that she did not and would not have

disclosed this because she could not imagine members asking about it. (Id., 157.)

Fox misdirected, contradicted herself, wavered, and backtracked. In her declaration. Fox

declared that she would inform members "that the contract was irrevocable". In deposition. Fox

clarified that instead she said it was a "final decision". (Id., 1157-58.) Then she testified that the

"irrevocable" that she referred to was in the Election document about actuarial costs. (Ibid.; 2"''

Jensen Deal., Exh. 1-5) With one exception. Fox's Touchpoints (Exh. 5) do not contain any

reference to "irrevocable" or "no refunds," do not disclose risks, contradict her, but are more

reliable. (Id., 62-65; 2"'' Jensen Decl, Exh. 6.)

Biased with a selective recall. Nova Horton has extensive experience testifying as an

expert witness for CalPERS in administrative hearings. But at deposition, Horton could not

remember the basic details of 5 of the 6 administrative hearings where she testified at length. (P'

Jensen Dec!., 172.) She vividly and happily recalled that "we won" (i.e. CalPERS won) each case

in which she testified. Horton chose to appear at the CalPERS Board meetings where each of the

administrative decisions in which she testified were approved by the Board. (Ibid..)

In her job, Horton received text Workflow inquiries from other CalPERS employees that

were automatically recorded in Touchpoint since 2003. (M, 173.) If Horton answered a question

or disclosed a risk, she was required to record it in Touchpoint. But there are no Touchpoint

entries by Horton disclosing a risk "no refunds" or irrevocability before contracting. (Exh. 6.)

Although Horton declares,"I always explained that members that took a disability retirement

before the service retirement age may not benefit," no Touchpoints or Workflow entries support
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that she did that even once, much less always. {Horton Decl, 1:24-25.)

In fact, it's the opposite. Horton testified that she always checked the most recent Touch-

points of each person before approving the rollover of tens of thousands of the 457 and 401(k)

dollars to finance military/airtime. (Id, TI|75-78.) If she checked, Horton would have seen that

the Touchpoint entries did not show any disclosure of risk or "may not benefit". Nevertheless,

Horton did not double-check. Instead she approved the rollovers—as many as 150 a day—

without ensuring the member knew risks and without disclosing the risks herself. (Ibid..)

After a disability, Horton sent Gov't Code §21037 waiver letters to those paying by

installment. In Touchpoint, Horton documented the §21037 and "no refunds" interactions

extensively, (/rf., ̂ ^179-81.) But there are no similar entries from her (or anyone else) before

contracting. (Ibid.) Horton's over-broad statements that everybody at CalPERS always disclosed

that the contracts were irrevocable (Id, ̂74) lack any basis and are false.

Fox and Horton's deceit, bias, inconsistency, lack of candor, and changing testimony

destroy their credibility. Their Declarations are untrue, unsupported, and should be struck.

Refuting CalPERS' False Assertions. Desperate, CalPERS makes 3 baseless assertions:

First, CalPERS tried to re-introduce irrelevant records of 26 now-class members that the

court already rejected. CalPERS deceptively reformatted them to look like the 3,528 pages of

Touchpoint records for the 171 "total loss" subclass members. (Id., TI88.) Plaintiffs again asked

CalPERS to withdraw these deceptive records, but CalPERS' refused. (Id. T|^89-90.)

Second, CalPERS argues its employees disclosed the risks in oral presentations, classes,

or fairs that were not recorded in Touchpoint. Fox clarified that all of the presentations, classes,

and other discussions were scripted with the same slides, and CalPERS presenters were required

to describe what was on the slide. (Id., '^66-l\', 2"^ Jensen Decl., Exh. 8-23.) Indeed, Fox is still

on the CalPERS committee that writes the scripts. (Ibid.) Fox admitted that the scripts, slides,

and workbooks for webinars, presentations, classes, etc. do not mention "irrevocable," much less

other risks. (Id., ̂71; 2"''Jensen Deal., Exh. 8-23.)

Third, CalPERS speculates and asserts contrary to the evidence that its employees always

gave warnings which were so commonplace that they were not recorded in Touchpoint. This is

Plaintiffs' Supplemental Brief In Support of Motion for Class Certification
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contradicted by Touchpoint policies since 1998, the actual records, the special risks involved,

and deposition testimony. CalPERS' "not recorded" argument fails as even Fox and Horton

recognized the obligation to write detailed Touchpoint notes when commimicating something

that CalPERS potentially wanted to hold against a member in the future. {Id., ̂^134-39.)

Conclusion. CalPERS knew that safety members under retirement age and/or with

insufficient service credit had a different and significant risk of loss if they took IDR. CalPERS

had a duty to disclose the material terms and risks before contracting. If CalPERS wanted

consent, then CalPERS was required to clearly disclose the terms in writing and get a signed

agreement. Since the failed legislation in 1991 and the form waiver letter written in 2003,

CalPERS knew that safety members did not know of the risks and did not agree to the risk of "no

refunds" before contracting. {2"'' Jensen DecL, Exh 7, Ex 1-23.)

The Touchpoints unambiguously prove and confirm that CalPERS failed to orally

disclose the material risk of loss, no refunds, or other harm at or before contracting (or in three

cases no disclosure until after Plaintiffs themselves raised IDR and risk questions).

Instead of informing them before contracting, CalPERS decided it was more expedient to

omit and hide the risks before contracting. Instead, CalPERS instituted the written waiver of

refunds under Gov't Code §21037. After the fact of disability, CalPERS could compel the waiver

of refunds by threat of further useless deductions from the already reduced IDR allowance. The

existence of the form waiver letter proves Plaintiffs' point: If the contracts had included those

terms originally and the informed member agreed, the waiver would have been unnecessary.

All of the relevant facts are now unambiguously before the Court. Plaintiffs have proven

with competent reliable business records, recorded at or near the time of the event, that CalPERS

did not warn in writing or orally. The Touchpoint entries are credible, persuasive, and

uncontested. The depositions and Touchpoints also demonstrate that CalPERS continues to

deceive, to cover up, to argue deceptively, and to mislead Plaintiffs and the Court.

Plaintiffs meet all the requirements for certification. The case should be certified

Dated: September 5,2018

, Counsel for Plaintiffs
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